
Heat up the dancefloors & hearts with our hot new tropical house sample pack. Bring these 
unforgettable tropical vibes & relaxing summer tunes to your tracks at any time of the year. With 
our Magic Tropical House Samples, you have endless inspiration for the endless summer 
atmosphere of your music!


The pack includes a large number of tropical house loops created with hardware synths, synth 
modules & the best virtual synths. Foremost among these loops we want to highlight mellow 
keyboards & pianos, mallets (kalimba, marimba, etc.), guitar loops, deep house basses, smooth 
synth melodies, sax riffs, flutes & more. As always, all synths, mallets, keyboards & bass loops 
have midi files. Of course, you'll also get a great set of tight tropical house drum loops (full, tops & 
stems) to pump up your mix.


In addition, we offer 39 selected synth presets for XFer Serum, NI Massive & Reveal Spire, 10 
vocal chop hits, and of course, 80 of the most suitable drum samples (drum hits), for creating your 
unique drum patterns So to summarize, you'll get 30 the most atmospheric effects (uplifters, 
downlifters, white noises, impacts fx, etc.) to make your tracks sound completely finalized.


The Magic Tropical House Samples will ideally fit the creation of Tropical Pop, Deep House, Future 
Pop, Chillout & Chill Trap. If you are inspired by the music of such great artists like Kygo, Seeb, 
Klingande, Sam Feldt & Lost Frequencies grab this pack right now and let's party!


Please note: Every sound featured in the audio demo is INCLUDED in this sample pack!


SPECS:

600 Sound Files Total;

Archive Size: 753 MB;

125 Drum loops;

30 Bass Loops;

26 Keyboard Loops;

25 Mallet Loops;

32 Guitar Loops;

27 Synth Loops;

08 Flute Loops;

13 Sax Loops;

17 Vocal Loops;

10 Vocal Chop Hits;

80 Drum Hits;

30 Sound Effects;

120 Midi Files;

15 Massive Presets;

12 Serum Presets;

12 Spire Presets;

18 NI Kontakt Patches;

Wav 24Bit 44.1KHZ;

Key & BPM Labeled;

Tempo/Bpm 105-115;

100% Royalty-Free.


Requirements:

NI Massive Version Version 1.5.5 Or Higher;

Xfer Records Serum Version 1.24 Or Higher;

Reveal Sound Spire synthesizer Version 1.1.14 Or Higher;

NI Kontakt.



